
Future Perfect Simple

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Those who have visited the slate quarries of Cumberland and North Wales
______________________ the phenomenon to which I refer.
1.

(witness)will have witnessed

There is an immense "throw-back" after the Sinope affair, in which the
previous history of Artamène and the circumstances of Mandane's abduction
are recounted up to date-I hope that some readers at least
__________________________ the introduction of Lancelot to Guinevere.

2.

(not/forget)
will not have forgotten

I can very well afford to say that I owe you an apology; and, fortunately, my
friends ____________________ that I sent them to the wrong man and will
return for instructions.

3.

(learn)
will have learned

Also I'm very shy-you _______________________ that.4. (not/forget)won't have forgotten

If you have read thus far in my story you _______________________ one
thing about me, if nothing else.
5.

(discover)
will have discovered

Therefore do not think, when you set out plants, of their present size, but of
the size they _____________________ to five or six years from now.
6.

(attain)will have attained

I expect to be home in June: you _____________________ that I am pretty
well.
7.

(gather)
will have gathered

But the great fact to bear in mind is, that all tropical productions
_____________________ to a certain extent.
8.

(suffer)will have suffered

A hundred years from now and your name _____________________ from
human memory.
9.

(vanish)
will have vanished

You __________________ that she has had a feverish cold, but I hope it
has now quite left her.
10.

(hear)
will have heard

Russia __________________ to giant-like proportions, and will finally
measure swords with England.
11.

(grow)
will have grown
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He _________________ General Washington, have taken his measures
in every part, and, of course, whatever he does of him will have the merit of
being original, from which other workmen can only furnish copies.

12.

(see)

will have seen

He hopes that by this time you ___________________ him and asked
another boy to give you the answer.
13.

(pass)
will have passed

It may be that war ___________________, but the comparison and
competition and pride of communities _______________________.
14.

(cease) (not/cease)

will have ceased
will not have ceased

We _____________________ everything we ever did know.15. (forget)'ll have forgotten

The Duke is sure to have handed on his annoyance to the Marquise, and
the Marquise ____________________ her cousin.
16.

(scold)will have scolded

But best of all, you ____________________ failure, that dangerous
wound.
17.

(avoid)
will have avoided

Bring me a good answer back, and before three weeks, I
___________________ my forest of these vagabonds that brave us to our
faces.

18.

(purge)
will have purged

Now, of course (you ________________________ it), but I am very
curious about things that don't concern me in the least-not to talk about, you
understand, but just to know.

19.

(not/notice)

will not have noticed

Age and custom __________________ the old fruit a flavor of its own.20.
(give)

will have given
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